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Compiler	Driver Wrappers

� All	applications	that	will	run	in	parallel	on	the	Cray	XC		should	be		
compiled	with	standard	language		wrappers.

� The	compiler	drivers	for	each		language	are:
� cc– wrapper	around	the	C			compiler
� CC		– wrapper	around	the	C++		compiler
� ftn – wrapper	around	the	Fortran		compiler

� These	scripts	will	choose	the	required	compiler	version,		target	
architecture	options,	scientific	libraries	and	their		include	files	
automatically	from	the	current	used	module		environment.



Compiler	Driver Wrappers

PrgEnv Description Real Compilers

PrgEnv-cray Cray Compilation Environment crayftn, craycc, crayCC
PrgEnv-intel Intel Composer Suite ifort, icc, icpc
PrgEnv-gnu GNU Compiler Collection gfortran, gcc, g++

� Use	them	exactly	like	you	would	use	the	original		compiler,	e.g.	To	
compile	prog.f90	 run

> ftn -c <any_other_flags> prog.f90

� These	scripts	choose	which	compiler	to	use	from		the loaded	
ProgEnv module



Compiler Driver Wrappers
� Use	module	swap	to	change		PrgEnv, e.g.

� PrgEnv-cray	is 	 loaded	by	default	at	 login.

� The	Cray	MPI	module	i s 	 loaded	by	default	 (cray-mpich)
� Use	module	l ist	to	check	what	i s 	currently loaded
� Current	default modules

> module swap PrgEnv-cray PrgEnv-intel



OpenMP

� OpenMP	is	supported	by	all	of		the PrgEnvs.
� CCE	(PrgEnv-cray)	recognizes	and	interprets	OpenMP	directives	by		

default.	If	you	have	OpenMP	directives	in	your	application	but	do	not		
want	to	use	them,	disable	OpenMP	recognition	with	 –hnoopm.

PrgEnv EnableOpenMP DisableOpenMP
PrgEnv-cray -homp -hnoomp
PrgEnv-intel -openmp
PrgEnv-gnu -fopenmp



Compiler	Man Pages
� For	more	information	on	individual compilers

� To	verify	that	you	are	using	the	correct	version	of	the		compiler,
use:
� -V	option	on	a		cc,	CC,		or	ftn	command	with	Intel	and		 Cray
� --version	option	on	a		cc,	CC,		or	ftn	command	with	 GNU
� Cray	Reference Manuals:

� Cand		C++: http://docs.cray.com/books/S-2179-81/
� Fortran: http://docs.cray.com/books/S-3901-81/

PrgEnv C C++ Fortran

PrgEnv-cray man craycc man crayCC man crayftn

PrgEnv-intel man icc man icpc man ifort

PrgEnv-gnu man gcc man g++ man gfortran

Wrappers man cc man CC man ftn



Compiler Flags
Feature Cray Intel GNU
Listing -hlist=a -opt-report3 -fdump-tree-all

Free Format(ftn) -f free -free -ffree-form

Vectorization By	default	at	–O1		
andabove

By	default	at	–O2		
andabove

By	default	at	–O3	or		
using –ftree-vectorize

Inter-Procedural		
Optimization

-hwp -ipo -flto	(note:	link-time		
optimization)

Floating-point		
Optimization

-hfpN, N=0…4 -fp-model -f[no-]fast-math or
-funsafe-math-
optimizations

Suggested	Optimization (default) -O2 –xAVX -O2	–mavx	–ftree-
vectorize
-ffast-math	–funroll-
loops

Aggressive Optimization -O3 –hfp3 -fast -Ofast –mavx
-funroll-loops

Variables	Size (ftn) -s real64
-s integer64

-real0suze 64
-integer-size 64

-freal-4-real-8
-finteger-4-interger-8



Cray	Scientific Libraries
� Compiler	wrappers	takes	care	of	not	only	the	compiler	but		also	libs	like	BLAS,	

SCALAPACK,	MPI,..

� Cray	Scientific	Libraries	package,	LibSci,	is	a	collection	of		numerical	routines	
optimized	for	best	performance	on	Cray		systems.
� LibSci is	loaded	by	default	and	this	is	for	all	programming		environment
� No	user	flags	or	options	are	required	for	compiling	or		linking.
� LibSci library	collection	contains;	BLAS,	BLACS,	LAPACK,		ScaLAPACK,	IRT,	CRAFFT,	CASE,	

FFT,	FFTW2,	FFTW3

� FFTW:	Cray’s	main	FFT	library	is	FFTW	from	MIT	with	some		additional	
optimizations	for	Cray	hardware

� Cray	PETSc (with	CASK	– Cray	Adaptive	Sparse		Kernels)

� Cray	Trilinos (with	CASK	– Cray	Adaptive	Sparse		Kernels)



Cray	Scientific Libraries
� Cray	TPSL	(Third	Party	Scientific	Libraries)	contains	a		collection		of outside	

mathematical	libraries	that	can	be		used	with	PETSc and	Trilinos
� The	TPSL	increase	the	flexibility	of	PETSc and	Trilinos by		providing	users	with	multiple	

options	for	solving	problems		in	dense	and	sparse	linear	algebra
� The	cray-tpsl module	is	automatically	loaded	when	PETSc or	Trilinos is	loaded.	The	

libraries	included	are	MUMPs,		SuperLU,	SuperLU_dist,	ParMetis,	Hypre,	Sundials,	and		
Scotch.

� Intel	MKL:	The	Intel	Math	Kernel	libraries	is	an		alternative	to	LibSci
� Features	tuned	performance	for	Intel	CPUs	as	well
� Linking	is	quite	complicated	but	with	Intel	compilers		(PrgEnv-intel)	is	usually	

straightforward

� Just	need	to	module	load	and	compile	your	code



Modules
� Useful	module	commands:	module	avail,	module	list,		module	load	and	module		

swap

� Type	“man	module”	to	learn	how		to	use		them.

� The	“module	avail”	list	is	too	long.

� Useful	Options	for	filtering
� -U:	List	all	modulefiles of		interest	to	typical	user
� -D:	List	only	default	versions	of		module	files
� -P:	List	all	PrgEnv modulefiles
� -L:	List	all	library	modulefiles
� module	avail	–S	<product>	:	List	all	<product>	versions		available



Modules	snapshot

� The	basic	idea	is	that	you	take	a	snapshot	of	your	environment	
and	save	it	with	a	name.	You	can	then	restore	it	whenever	you	
need.	You	can	have	many	snapshot	“files”	saved	too.	

� So,	if	for	example	you	work	with	two	(or	more)	applications	that	
require	different	environment	setup,	you	can	have	a	snapshot	for	
each	one	of	them,	and	whenever	you	need	to	work	on	one	of	
them,	you	just	restore	the	corresponding	snapshot.

� The	usage	is:
� module	snapshot	[-f	|	--force]	<filename>
� module	restore	<filename>



Check the flyer

� Available on line: http://tiny.cc/KSL_flyer



Summary
� Three	compiler	environments	available	at	XC40:		Cray,	Intel,	and	GNU

� All	of	them	accessed	through	the	wrappers		ftn,	cc and		CC –just	do		
module	swap	to	change		a	compiler!

� There	is	no	universally	fastest	compiler	– but		performance	depends	on	
the	application,	even		input

� Use	the	module	available	for	linking	libraries.

� If	you	need	a	library,	contact	the	CS	team:	help@hpc.kaust.edu.sa



Questions	?

Follow	us	on	Twitter:	twitter.com/KAUST_HPC


